## INSTRUCTIONS FOR: OBD2A CHASSIS ADAPTER

### OUR WIRE COLOR | FUNCTION | POSITION | STOCK WIRE COLOR
--- | --- | --- | ---
Green/Blue | Fuel Pump | A-16 | Green/Blue (integra)  
Green/Orange (prelude)  
Green/Orange | MIL | A-18 | Green/Orange (integra)  
Gray/Red (prelude)

### OUR WIRE COLOR | FUNCTION | POSITION | STOCK WIRE COLOR
--- | --- | --- | ---
Brown/White | S.C.S. | C-7 | Brown/White (integra)  
Red/White (prelude)  
White/Blue | VBU (12v+) | C-10 | White/Blue (integra)  
White/Yellow (prelude)  
Green/Red | ELD | D-16 | Green/Red  
Green/Red (prelude)

### EXTRA WIRE COLORS:
- White/Black
- Orange/Black

**NOTE:** OBD2A CIVICS ARE PLUG AND PLAY